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A b s t r a c t

In all countries technical equipments : of nuclear power

plants are based on the same natural scientific foun-

dations of nuclear fission' Inevitably the solutions of

problems must be similar.

Same technical and natural scientific facts and circum-

V stances make international agreements on the field of

peaceful utilization of nuclear energy possible. Therefore

the recommendations of three international atomic energy

organizations (IAEA = International Atomic Energy Agency/

NEA = Nuclear Energy Agency and EAC = European Atomic

Community) are largely identical. Those advices mainly

refer to both scopes of safety, which play a great part

in each nuclear power plant:reaetor safety and radiation

protection.

In tne field cf reactor safety the international organiza-

tions recognize that there is no absolute safety within

peaceful use of nuclear energy like in any technique.

^ Therefore risks of nuclear energy must be minimized but

not eliminated. Thus, undue safety requirements are

limited by Standards of practical reason.

These international understandings go through almost all

national regulations analysed in this paper like a red

thread. In this context measures of practical reason are

dominating. These standards are embodied in law in United
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Stats of America (USA) and in United Kingdom of Great

Britain (GB), where-as in the Federal Republic of

Germany (FRG) legal literature and subsequently the

adjudication have developed such a yardstick. France (F)

is looking to social acceptance.Netherlands (N) are

orientated to technical possibilities. Switzerland (S)

restricts possible safety requirements to the legal

and economic principle of appropriateness, Italy (I)

demands "most effective" safety.

k These formulations show the efforts of most of the

states to limit safety requirements. Four countries with

nuclear energy (USA, GB, S and FRG) use the term of

commensurability for limitation of safety requirements .

Thus this legal, principle is wide - spread.

In the scope of radiation protection the recommendations

No. 26 of the International Commission on Radiological

Protection (ICRP) have become guiding advices. They com-

prise three principles: justification and optimization

resp. minimization of radiation exposure and finally

iose limitation. IAEA, NEA and EAC have accepted these

/ principles.

Against that the national states have only adopted

the system of dose limitation into their particular

Legislation in an unrestricted manner. The requirement

oV radiation minimization is differently formulated.

However one may mostly achieve the same results by

juridical methods of interpretation. They show that the
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requirement of radiation minimization is often restric-

ted by several factors which also may have economic and

social features.

No state has embodied the international principle of

justification of each radiation exposure in its law in

due form. But it also may be derived from national legal

V rules by methods of interpretation.
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KD Dr. jur. Herbert Schattke:

Comparative study of legal limits of safety requirements

for nuclear installations

A) Fundamental task

I) Priority of safety

Each utilization of nuclear energy can cause danger

for the human being and for his environment. With

the nuclear fission products of radioactive decay

unavoidably grow up. These radioactive products emit

so-called ionic rays which can cause damage to living

organism.(1) Therefore all peaceful use of nuclear

energy has to prevent as far as possible that during

regular operation of the nuclear installation and

especially during incidents and accidents no radio-

active products can be released into the environs.(2)

Thus greatest possible safety is required under the

principle: safety in preference to profitability. In

other words: safety first.(3)

But what does safety mean? Is it an unlimited, abso-

lute safety or are we satisfied with a relative or

comparative safety?(4) Which measure of safety shall a

state demand for nuclear licences unless the state

(1) Lock at Fischerhof, German Atomic Act and Law of radio-
logical protection, comment to the Atomic Act (AtG),
2n« edition, 1973, book 1, comm. to sec. 1 AtG, marginal
note 6, paqe 172/173

(?.) Look at the report "of the ersqiiete-commission of the Ger-
man Bundestag, Nuclear-Energy-E'olinv in future, part
Jl, 1980, p. 264 ~ t n

(J) Martkopf, speech of introduction on the 4 German
Nuclear Law-Symposium 1975 in Göttingen, in law-tech-
nique-economy, book 8, 1976, p. 10

it) l-"ur a comparison between absolute and relative safety
look at the report of tHe enquete-commission, loc.
(-H.. (note 2) n. 2fa5



himself is only allowed to use nuclear energy?(5)

May the licence authorities require unlimited safety

standards? Besides the above-mentioned predominance

or precedence of safety (6) does there exist a legal

limit for safety-requirements? Are there differences

or common interests between single states?

It is the task of this juridical paper to answer

these questions:

II) Safety philisophies and principles of radiological

protection

The expression "safety" is very abstract. Safety will

be precise or concrete if it refers to a definite scope.

Concerning the peaceful use of nuclear energy we have

to distinguish two basic areas of safety: reactor-

safety and radiological protection.

Reactor-safety concerns the protection against the

specific danger of nuclear energy which could arise

from an uncontrolled chain reaction. The main task is

always to keep the reactor under control. Reactor-

safety is aimed at this purpose. Judicial attention

must be brought to the basic safety considerations

which are behind this aim and which are also called

safety-philosophies. For our general subject it is

only necessary to describe the essentials of the

particular safety philosophies and to compare them

if the occasion arises.

(5) For details look at Fisch-_rhof, comm. to AtG, ibid
(note 1 ) , introduction, marginal note 13, p. 126

(6) Supra p. -\ with note 3

(7) For details look at Fischcrhof, comm. to AtG, ibid
(note 1), comm. to sec. 1 AtG, marginal note 6, p.172



The principles of radiological protection also serve

for safety. Therefore in this- field it is necessary

to disclose the special features of some states.

Ill) Selection of some national and international

regulations

In each state which uses nuclear energy the basic

physical-technical facts are essentially the same.

Accordingly the specific danger is similar. There-

fore the same or at least similar questions arise

everywhere.(8) For that reason the development of

nuclear law was always "under world-wide interna-

tional aspects."(8) Consequently it is correct to

begin with the international regulations in a compa-

rative study.

With some chosen national regulations it shall be

explained how these international principles in-

fluence national legal rules. As an example for the

anglo-axon legal area the United States of America

V (USA) and Great Britain (GB) are chosen. As examples

for Romanic judicial life the regulations of France(F)

and Italy will be described. For the so-called

Benelux-states the Dutch legal provisions are chosen.

The German-speaking area is represented by Switzer-

land and by the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG).

(V>) For detail« look at Fischerhof, comm. to AtG, ibid
(note 1), introduction, marginal note 10, p. 121



B) Safety regulations of some international organizations

I) Rules of the International Atomic Energy Agency

(JAEA)

1) Legal status of the JAEA

1.1)Short history of foundation

During an international conference on 26 of Octo-

ber 1956 some states signed a treaty for foundation

of the International Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA).

This treaty formed at the time the constitution

of this organization.(9) On 14 of November 1957

the General Assembly of the United Nations allowed

the JARA to bring questions directly to the Security

Council of the United Nations. (10)

1.2) Relief Organization of the United Nations

Owing to its history of foundation the JAEA is an

autonomous intergovernmental organization. Its

status is more than a so-called specialized agency

of the United Nations in accordance with article

57 of the UN-charter of 26 t h of June 1945.(9)

The legal status is very similar to a relief organi-

zation of the United Nations.

2) Working of the JAEA

The official residence of the JAEA is Vienna (Austria).

(10) Most countries are members of this organization .((J)

(9) For details look at Wolfrum/Rometsch, manual United
Nations, 1977, p. 171

(10) Look at Spröte/Wünsche, The UNO and its specific
orcjani zat ions , text-book, German f-jmocralic RepubLic,
1-J7 5, p. J3U



2.1) Encouragement for the peaceful utilization of

nuclear energy

Subject to article II of the constitution the JAEA

persues two aims: At first the organization will

"accelerate and raise the contribution of the nuclear

energy for peace, for health and for welfare in the

whole world".(11) Secondly the agency takes care

"that its help under its supervision and under its

control will not be used to promote military pur-

pose." (12)

2.2) installation of safety rules

In order to fulfill both of the above-mentioned main

aims the JAEA sets up so-called standards of safe-

ty. (13) In this way the agency will "protect the

health and minimize the danger for life and proper-

ty». (14) This task is included in article III No. 6

of the JAEA-constitution. Consequently tfe JAEA with

its safety rules wants do reduce the danger, but it

cannot and will not eliminate any risk totally. A

small risk will always remain. So the JAEA accepts

that one cannot achieve absolute security. There-

fore unlimited safety cannot be demanded. The first

border-line against exaggerated or excessive safe-

ty orders of public authorities is set up.

(11) Bischof, International Legal Basis' of the draft
executive order for radiation protection, in 4 t h Ger-
man Atomic Law-Symposium, in Göti.ingen 1975, in law-
tcchnique-economy, book 8, 1976,p. 39 f.

(12) Wolfrum/Rometsch, manual United Nations, ibid (note 9),
p • ±.12»

(13)So called standards of safety; look at Spröte/Wünsche,
ibid (note 10) , p. 33!) and Wolfrum/Rometsch, ibid
(note 9), p. 172

(M) Wolfrum/Rometsch, loc. cit. (note 9), p. 172



3) Two principles of the JAEA for regulations

With the above-mentioned safety rules the JAEA gives its

member states recommendations for their own legislation

in the scope of reactor safety. These recommendations

are collected and published within the framework of the

Nuclear Safety Standards-programs. In abbreviation it is

called NUSS-programs. Among these subjects are for

example the so-called JAEA-Safety-Guides.

In the safety series No. 50-SG - G 8 of 1982 the JAEA

has dealt with content, form and legal considerations

of nuclear licences." Every member state shall find a

suitable balance between the following two principles

which are contrary: On the one hand many precautionary

measures should be. formulated which are to be parti-

cularized as far as possible. On the other hand the _^

fixed requirements should be flexible enough in order w 1

to fit the regulations to new technologies and to new

circumstances.(15)

In part C) below it will be shown in which way the

countries have tried to make these opposite goals

compatible.

4) JAEA-principles of radiological protection

The basic safety standards for radiation protection of

the JAEA are based upon the recommendations of the

(15) A safety guide of the safety series, No. 50-S G - G
of the IAEA of 1982 with the title: "Licences for
Nuclear Power Plants: Content, Format and Legal
Considerations", No. 2.1, p. 2

8



ü
International Commission on Radiological Protection

(JCRP).(16)

With the publication No. 26 which was adoptet at 17

of January 1977 the international acknowledged experts

for radiological protection passed over "from the

conception of the prevention of radiation damage to

the reduction of radiation risk." (17) This new

conception forms the basis for the following three

principles which pass through the whole JCRP-recom-

mendation like a red thread:

4.1) Principle of justification (18)

Because of this premise "no practice shall be adopted

unless its introduction produces a positive net

benefit."(IS)

4.2) Principle of optimization (IS)

For this principle "all exposures shall be kept as low

as reasonably achievable, economic and social factors

being taken into account."(19)

(IG) Look at foreword of safety series, No. 9 (safety
standards) with the title: "Basic Safety Standards
for Radiation Protection", edited 1982

(17) Recommendations of the International Commission on
Radiological Protection (ICRP), publication 26, 197b,
p. VII with a foreword to the German translation

(1tJ) Bischof /Pelzer, Law of Radiological Protection in
the member states of the European Communities, book
II, Federal Republic of Germany, 1983, first publi-
cation, p. 29

(1lJ) Recommendations publication 26 of the ICRP, ibid
(note 17), subparagraph 12, p. 3



4.3) Principle of dose limitation

Concerning the idea of the ICRP "the dose equivalent

to individuals shall not exceed the limit recommended

for the appropriate circurastances by the commission." (19)

This detailed system of dose limitation serves mainly

for the realization of the above-mentioned principles

of radiological protection.(20)

In September 1931 the JAEA has taken over these prin-

ciples in its basic safety rules for radiological pro-

tection, (21) Those main objetives are partly repeated

in the newest text published in 1982.(22)

4.4) Analysis of the principles for radiological pro-

tection

The demand of a positive net benefit (first principle)

forces the user of radioactive substances into a care-

ful consideration between the advantages and the disad-

vantages of a radiation exposure. Only if in a sort

of profit and loss account the advantages have over-

weight upon the disadvantages a radiation exposure is -

of course only within the dose limits - allowed. With

accurate observance this principle works like a brake

in using radioactive substances.

(20) Look at Recommendations publication 26 of the ICRP,
ibid (note 17), subparagraph 68, P. 14

(21) Look at safety series of the IAEA No. 9 (safety
standards), loc. cit. (note 16), foreword

(22) Look at safety series of the IAEA No. 9, loc. cit
(note 16),marginal note 402-404, p. 4



For our topic the second principle with the so-called

optimization of radiation is very instinctive. (18)

It is sometimes named radiation minimization»(23)

This premise shows clearly that there are no absolu-

te maxims even in radiological protection. The radia-

tion exposure shall be kept als low as "reasonably

achievable". Logically exaggerated and therefore

unreasonable demands for radiological protection are

rejected. One cannot for example consider it reason-

able to reduce the radiation exposure by 0,1 mrem

per annum with an expense of 1 mio dollar although

the radiation exposure is already less than 1 mrem

a year for each person during normal operation of

the nuclear power plant. Common sense prohibits such

exaggerated expense. And this common sense is ex-

plicit mentioned in the principle of optimization.

In addition to that the JCRP prescribes that the

economic and social factors shall be considered.

Because of this reason the requirement of radiation

minimization is fairly relative. Again an inter-

national settlement shows that at first safety

can only be considered in relation to other value

factors and that secondly safety orders of state

authorities for radiological protection are also

limited by good sense.

(23) Look at the jurisprudential base in Schattke, limits
of the commandment of radiation minimization in
nuclear law, in DVB1. 1979, p. 652 f.



II) Regulations of the Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) of the

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development

(OECD)

1 ) Legal status of the NEA

1.1) Short history of foundation

On 16 of April 1948 sixteen European countries

founded the organization for european economic

cooperation (OEEC) (24) as it was named at that

time. In 1949 the Federal Republic of Germany

entered as a new member into the organization.(24)

These seventeen OEEC-member states on 17 of

December 1957 issued a charter of the new founded

European Nuclear Energy Agency (ENEA).(25)

Because Canada and USA joined the OEEC this european

organization became an atlantic union. Therefore

the name of the OEEC has changed into OECD that

means Organization of economic cooperation and

development. (26) The nuclear agency also lost the

addition "european". Since the 20 of April 1972

this authority is only called Nucelar Energy Agency

(NEA), because even Japan was admitted as a new

member. (27)
(24) Look at Haedrich, European Atomic Treaties, comment,

1966, p. 17 with the following incorporator states of
the OEEC: Belgium, Denmark, France, Greece, Great
Britain, Republic of Ireland, Iceland, Italy, Luxem-
bourg, Netherlands, Norway, Austria, Portugal, Sweden,
Switzerland and Turkey

(25) Drück, The international cooperation in the peaceful
utilization of nuclear energy within Europe, 1959,
p. 58

(26) Haedrich, loc. cit. (note 24), introduction. D 12
U7) Look at "safety of the nuclear fuel cycle of the

NEA", Hay 1081, jacket u. 1 Y ° f tflC
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V
1.2) International person is an issue

In accordance with article 1 of the charter in the

version of the 5 t h of April 1973 (28) the agency

exists "in the framework" of the OECD-organization.

Therefore it is in issue whether the NEA is

equipped with the legal capacity for acting as a

subject of international law (29)or not. But it is

not necessary to decide this dispute. The statement

will be done that the NEA is allowed to give re-

commendations and even to set up common rules which

can be used by the member states "as a base for the

multilateral coordination of their state law and

administration rules".(30) With these recommendations

the NEA takes care for a harmonizing (31) of national

nuclear regulations .-•

2) Business of the NEA

The headword "harmonizing" points out the tasks of the

agency. It shall promote the cooperation of the member

states in order to make possible peaceful use of nu-

clear energy.(32) To that purpose the NEA shall help

the national public authorities in their efforts to

(28) DGB1. 1978, part II, p. 908 f. p. 909

(29) Agreeing to capacity of an international person look
at Drück, ibid (note 25), p. 59; disagreeing look
at Haedrich, loc. cit. (note 24), comm. to article 1
of the NEA - constitution, marginal note 1, p. 23

(30) Article 8 letter b) letter i) of the NEA - con-
stitution, ibid (note 28), p. 911

(31) Look at uriick, ibid (note 25) , p. 59

(32) Look at article 1 letter b) of the NEA - constitu-
tion, loc. cit. (note 28), p. 509
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improve the radiological protection and in general

the safety of nuclear installations.(33)

3) Principles of the NEA safety philosophy

3.1) Reduction of the differences on safety measures

between the member states

According to article 12 letter a) of the charter (34)

the so-called Steering Committee for Nuclear Energy

(35) can set up commissions and working-groups. They

have to support the NEA in fulfilling its tasks. Al-

ready 1973 the agency has formed a committee on the

safety of nuclear installations (CSNI)(36). This

committee consists of scientists and engineers who

are mainly responsible for safety research.(36)

The commission's task is td~mTriTmize tKe "differences

between the member states and to achieve an internatio-

nal consensus wherever possible.(37) In May 1981 the

CSNI has delivered its third "State-of-the-Art-Re-

port" which contents the matter of safety for the

nuclear fuel cycle.(36)

(33) Look at article 8 letters a) i) and ii) of the
NEA - constitution, ibid (note 23), p. 911

(34) BGB1. 1978, part. II, p. 908 f., p. 912

(35) Introduced by article 2 of the NEA - constitution,
ibid (note 28), p. 909

(36) Look at "safety of the nucelar fuel cycle... ",
May 1981, ibid (note 27), jacket, p. 2

(37) Look at "safety of the nuclear fuel cycle... ",
May 1981, ibid (note 36), sub-item li)
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3.2) Acceptance of a rest of risks

Section "Safety Philosophy" (numbers 86 to 91) is re-

markable. No, 38 includes the obligation of the nu-

clear plant designer to take "all reasonably practi-

cal steps" in order to minimize the likelihood and

the consequences of accidents.(38)

This basic duty shows two legal limits of reactor

safety: First of all the NEA admits that there is no

unlimited safety. Accidents cannot be made impossible.

Their likelihood and their consequences shall be

minimized but not eliminated. Secondly the NEA ex-

pects from the plant designer only reasonably and

mainly practical steps. Therewith thinkable or

imaginable but not practical requirements ar& rejec-

ted as unreasonable. Common-sense—i-s combined-with

practice. Some theoretical and thinkable risks re-

main. Therefore the plant designer has an additional

duty to describe these remaining risks.(39)He shall

balance possible accidents against practical safety

measures which could be envisaged. In other words:

Safety measures should stay in a balanced and ad-

equate proportion to the remaining risks. In this

(3S) No. 88 sentences 2 and 3 are worded as follows: "The
duties of a plant designer nevertheless include con-
sideration of such occurences. In his design he will
take all reasonably practical steps, including where
necessary the provision of additional plant, to
minimize the likelihood and consequences of accidents",
loc, cit. (note 27), p. 35

(3'J) Nc. 8ö sc-ntonce 4 is in the following terms: "This
involves consideration of the concepts of risk and
risk acceptability and a balancing of the signifi-
cance of possible accident situations against the
practical safety measures which could be envisaqed",
Ibid (note 38)
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context the NEA defines the risk as a combination -

usually as a product - of the probability of the

event happening and of the extent of the consequen-

ces, (40) Thus the NEA acknowledges a rest of risks

within the standard of practical reason.

4) NEA-principles of radiological protection

In October 1981 the Steering Committee for Nuclear

Energy has accepted for- its member states the abo'je-men-

tioned (41) safety provisions of the JAEA for radiolo-

gical protection. But in adjective law the basic

standards for radiological protection of 20 of April

1970 (42) remained valid because they have not been

replaced in the meantime by new regulations. In accor-

dance with the general principles- radiation doses sha-11

be kept "as low as is readily achievable".(4 3) This

means a restriction of the safety requirements to the

technical and economic possibilities. You can only

consider something as "practical reasonable" or as

"readily achievable" if it is technical possible and

economic warrantable. Therefore the safety require-

ments of public authorities have technical-scientific

and economic: limits.

(40) No. 88 sentence 5 is worded as follows: "In this
context risk may be defined as a combination, usual-
ly the product,of the probability (P) of the event
happening and of the magnitude of the consequences
(C) expressed in terms of harm, death, cancers or
any other parameter reflecting damage", loc. cit.
(note 38), p. 35/36

(41) Supra to E) I) 4.1) - 4.3), p. 7/8

(42) BGB1. 1970, part II, p. 208 f.

(43) Look at the safety standards of OECD, loc. cit.
(note 42), p. 209, subparaqraph 1: "Doses ... shall

be kept as low as is readily achievable."
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T.II) Requirements of the European Atomic Community (EAC)

1) Legal status of EAC

On the 25 of March 1957 (44) six European coun-

tries (45) have signed the treaty of the European

Atomic Community (EAC). At present ten states are

members of this organization.(46) Pursuant to article

three subparagraph one of the European Atomic Treaty

(EAT) the community has four organs. Two of those,

the council and the commission possess legislative

authorities. In accordance with article 161 subpara-

graph one both of these organs can issue executive

orders and so-called directives. These directives are

compulsory for the member states, but not obligatory

for the people. (Article 161 subparagraph three EAT)

Against that pursuant to article 161 subparagraph

two EAT the executive orders apply directly to every

person in each member state. Moreover the community

can sign treaties with non-member states and with

international organizations. (Article 101 EAT)

All these competences show that EAC is able to act

internally and externally in an independent way. Thus

(44) ÜGB1. 1957, part. II, p. 1014 f.

(45) Look at Offermann-Clas, property in the European
Communities, 1974, p. 125 with the following list
of countries: Belgium, Federal Republic of Germany,
France, Italy, Luxembourg and Netherlands

(4(>) Great Britain, Denmark, Republic of Ireland and
Greece later joined the above - mentioned (note 45)
founder states of European Community
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the community is a supranational organization with

autonomous juristic personality and with autonomous

legal capacity on the subject of public internatio-

nal law.(47)

2) Duties of EAC

In accordance with article one and two EAT the main

task of the community is "the development and the

using of nuclear energy for peaceful purpose".(48)

Special attention was given to the security of

supply (49) and to the control of the exclusively

peaceful utilization of nuclear energy. (50) Cor-

responding to that fact the signatory states have

created a supply agency (51) (Article 52 subpara-

graph two letter b EAT) which shall guarantee all

member states the same access~Tö~~nücrear~'fuel. Pur-

suant to article 53 subparagraph pne EAT the supply

agency is under supervision of the commission.

At last it is worth mentioning that the community

has the duty to"write down standardized or unitary

safety norms for health protection of the population

(47) Look at article 184 European Atomic Treaty (EAT)
where the European Atomic Community possesses "legal
personality"; for details look at Ipsen, European
Community Law, 1972, p. 201

(48) Offermann-Clas, ibid (note 45), p. 125/126

(49) Look at Medefind, The most important things about
the European Atomic Community , 1963, p. 39

(50) Look at Medefind, loc. cit. (note 49), p. 42

(51) Look at the charter of the supply agency of the
European Atomic Community, in the official orqan
No. 27 of the ()Lh of December ]'Jr,8
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and of the workers and to take care for their

application".(52)

3) No principles about reactor safety of EAC

The specific field of reactor safety is not con-

tained in the obligation-catalogue of articles one

and two EAT. For that reason specified principles

of reactor safety do not exist. The owners and

constructors of the plants have to inform the com-

mission of the basic technical characteristics of

nuclear installations.(53) (Article 78 EAT) But

these informations shall only make possible control

on the usage of the nuclear fuel exclusively for

peaceful purposes.(54)

4) EAC-principles_of radiological protection

Article 30 subparagraph one EAT is the legal base of1

delegated powers to issue so-called safety standards'

for health protection of the people. The council has

passed these safety standards in the legal form of I

guiding principles.(55) In the meantime the council
i

(52) Article 2 letter b) EAT of 25 c h of March 1957,
ibid (note 44)

(53) Hereto look at the executive order No. 7 of the
commission for appointment of the implementing
regulations for the notification which are pre-
scribed by article 78 of the treaty, in the
official organ No. 15 of 12 of March 1959

(54) Look at the executive order No. 3227/76 of the
commission for the usage of the rules of the safe-
ty provisions of the European Atomic Community,
19th of October 1976, p. 15, in the official organ
of the European Communities, 1976, No. L 363,
p. I f .

('->'.>) For the relevance in law of a guiding principle or
directive look at article 161 subparagraph 3 EAT
and at the above-mentioned explanations to B) III)
1), p. 15
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has adapted these standards continuously to latest

scientific findings and developments.(56) The last -,

now valid - formulation is dated of 15 of Juli I960.

(57) In accordance with article 33 EAT the ten member

states are obliged to issue their own legal rules and

administrative provisions in order to make sure the i

consideration of these safety standards.(58)

4.1)Absorption of the ICRP-principles

Article six of the safety standards contains the EAC-

principles for radiological protection. They are all

over on the whole, mostly identical with the above-mentioned

ICRP-Recommendations or with the basic standards for

radiological protection of the IAEA.(59) But there

are some important

4.2) Small differences

The principle of justification of a radiation dose

does not include a positive net benefit. It is suffif-

cient that the radiation dose is justified by its

(5b) Look at the enumeration in Bischof, International
and national rules and directives in the field of
radiation protection, in Stieve, course of in-
struction in radiation protection for physicians,
1974, p. 123 f. , p. 127

(57) Look at the official organ of the European Communities,
1980, No. L 246, p. I f . : directive of the council
for changing the directives which form the legal basis
for the safety standards for the health protection of
the population and of the workers agains.t the dangers
of ionizing radiation.

(58) Look at Offermann-Clas, ibid (note 45), p. 142

(5CJ) Supra D) I) 4.1 - 4.3, p. 7/8
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combined advantages.(60) Logically this EAC-principle

allows more margin of interpretation.

On the contrary the requirement of radiation minimi-

zation seems to be a little bit stronger. It is not

demanded to consider ecconomic and sozial factors.

But this fact can not lead to the conclusion

that radiation doses must be reduced in an extensive

way. The community also acknowledges the limits which

are drawn by common sense. "The radiation exposure

has to be kept as low as it is reasonably achie-

vab.le".(61) On that point no "disproportionate risk

of radiation exposure" (62) for the population is

allowed to arise. In reverse conclusion this means

at the same time that people must accept reasonable

risks. Again it is clearly shown that radiological

protection also cannot be considered! in an absolute',

manner.

(60) Article 6 letter a) of the safety, standards of the
European Atomic Community, of 15 of July 1980, loc.
cit. (note 57) is in the following terms:"Each
activity which causes a radiation exposure must be
justified by the arisen advantages."

(61) Look at article 6 letter b) of the.EAC-safety
standards in the version of the 15 of July 1980,
loc. cit.(note 57)

Look at article 42 of the EAC-safety standards of
the 15 of July 1980, ibid (note 57)
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IV) Results of the international regulations

The described regulations can be summarized with the

following statements:

1) Like every other technique the peaceful utilization

of nuclear energy cannot guarantee unlimited safety.

2) The risks of nuclear energy must be minimized but

they cannot eliminated.

3) The standard of practical reason forms the boundary

of overdone safety requirements.

4) In the international law-sphere the risk is defined

as a combination or a product of likelihood and con-

sequences of possible accidents.

5) There are three principles of radiological protectionq

5.1) The radiation exposure must be justified by the

connected advantages, (principle of justification).

5.2)Radiation doses shall be kept als low as reason-

ably achievable.(principle of optimization or of

minimization)

5.3)Radiation doses shall not exceed the particular

dose limits, (principle of limitation)
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C) Safety principles of some nation states

I) United States of America (USA)

Just as the military application the peaceful use of

nuclear energy has begun in the United States of

America.(63) (abbreviation: USA) Therefore it makes

sense to, begin with this country.

1) Legal basis

The Atomic Energy Act (abbreviation: AEA) of 1954 (64)

and the National Environmental Policy Act (65) which

entered into force on the first of January 1970 (66)

both dtermined the form, the style and the content of

nuclear licences.

2) No guarantee for absolute safety

Section 101 AEA prohibits to manufacture or to operate

a nuclear power plant except with an atomic energy

licence. Authorizing body is the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (abbreviation: NRC). (67) The applicant

has a legal claim of a nuclear licence if he ful-

fills the regulations for public permits which are

set up in section 103 letter b) AEA in a very general

way. (68) Thereafter the equipment of a nuclear power
(63) Look at Fischerhof, loc. cit. (note 1), comm. to

ATG, introduction, marginal note 2, p. 118
(64) Public Law 87-703, 68 statute 919, 42 U.S.C.A.

§2011 ff.
(65) Public Law 91-190,83 statute 85/:, 42, U.S.C.A. § 4 3 31Jff(.
(66) Look at Feldmann, dangers and danger assessments iJn

the legal system of the United States of America,
in law-technique-economy, book 21, part III, 1980,
p. 189 f., p. 258

(67) Look at article 103 subparagraph 1 AEA,ibid (note 64)
(08) Look at Feldmann, loc. cit. (note 66), p. 201
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plant must comply with the safety provisions of the

NRC. This commission is at the same time an administra-

tive and legislative authority. It consists of five

members pursuant to article 201 AEA, Those NRC-regu-

lations will be issued to health safeguard and to the

minimization of the dangers for life, body and pro-

perty assets. With the help of these NRC-safety rules

nuclear dangers will ba minimized but not totally

eliminated. Therefore the law requires no absolute but

relative safety.

3) Acceptance of a rest of risks in the safety regu-

lations

This provisional result becomes clearer in the contents

of the numerous NRC-implementing executive orders:

3.1) Description of risks in the preliminary safety

analysis report

Title 10 of part 50 (Energy) of the Code of Federal

Regulations (10 CFR/Part 50) contains the definite

requirements of the official approval for the con-

struction permits and for the operating licences

which the prospective operator needs besidesother

necessary permissions.(69) Therefore a preliminary

safety analysis report has to be furnished.(70)

Included in this report the risks to public safety

must be described resulting from later operation

of the facilty.(71) Because of the fact that only

(69) For details look at Dauses, The law of atomic-
economy in the United States, 1975, p. 48/49

(70) Look at 10 CFR/Part 50, sec. 50.34 subparagraph 1

(71) Look at 10 CFR/Part 50, sec. 50.34 subparatjraph 4
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existing risks can be mentioned in the safety analysis

report the NRC - like the federal legislation - con-

siders certain remaining risks.

3.2) A well-balanced concept of safety as a target

Therefore the aims of the general design criterias (72)

are very realistically formulated. Systems, components

and structures of a nuclear installation must provide

reasonable assurance that the facility can be operated

without undue risk to health and safety of the public.

(73) This target designation contains twofold re-

strictions: On one hand only reasonable safety is

required. On the other hand some risk for the general

public may remain. But this risk shall not be excessive.

(74) Out of that an overruling principle of law can be

deduced. All safety measures should conform to the

principle of commensurability. Neither undue risks

shall arise nor exaggerated and therefore unreasonable

safety requirements shall be issued. Precautions must

be in a well-balanced relationship to each other.

(72) Appendix A - General Design Criteria for Nuclear
Power Plants, Part 50: Licensing of Production and
Utilization Facilities, 10 CFR 50, App. A, 7465

(73) Look at introduction of App. A to part 50, ibid
(note 72):"... that is, structures, systems, and
components that provide reasonable assurance that
the facility can be operated without undue risk
to the health and safety of the public."

(74) Look at the definitions and declarations of
Appendix A, Part 50, ibid (note 72): "Nuclear
power unit: A nuclear power unit means a nuclear
power reactor and associated equipment necessary
tor electric power generation and includes those
structures, systems and components required to
provide reasonable assurance the facility can be
operated without undue risk to the health and safe-
ty of the public."
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3.3) Protection by multiple fission product barriers

The demand of a well-balanced concept of safety is put

in technical-scientific details in the above-mentioned

construction criterias. Chapter II of those criterias

for example describes the system of the multiple

fission product barriers against the release of radio-

active substances. (75) The technical requirements to

( the special barriers correspond with different steps

of safety.(76) The safety measures come down "from

the certainty which is combined with a suitable

safety addition to the probability which has to be

minimized with a practical standard."(77)

3.4) Risk= likelihood of an event and its extent of loss

These shortly sketched principles of the American

safety philosophy lead to the practical result that

some possible events can be managed while other

thinkable accidents are not under control. The NRC

distinguishes the spectrum of thinkable events into

, nine different classes the damaging consequences of

which extend from "light to very hard".(78) For each

class the risk is set up with the likelihood of an

event and its possible extent of loss. The applicant

has to provide safetyguards against the incident

classes two to eight. Accidents of the first class

are not considered because "their consequences are

trivial".(78) The events of the 9 class indeed

belong to the worst thinkable accidents. But in thit;

(75) Look at chapter 2 of App. A Part 50, ibid (note 72]
"Protection by multiple Fission Product Barriers."

(76) For details look at Feldmann, loc. cit. (note 66),
p. 207/208

(77) Feldmann, ibid (note 66), p. 208
(78) Look at Koldmann, ibid (note 66), p. 206 with

thorouqh explanations
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case the prospective operator is not obliged to provide

precautions of damages because the likelihood of those

events is extremely small. The federal court of appeal

has agreed with this assessment.(79) The NRC has

gathered from this judicial decision that the licence

authority is not committed but entitled to consider

the accidents of class No. 9.(80)

3.5) Summary: a rest of risk is left

Summing up, it may be said that the American principles

of safety philosphies are determined by the approval

of remaining risks. The demanded balance between de-

tailed rules of safety provisions and the necessary

flexibility for taking over latest scientific fin-

dings (81) will be reached if the law presupposes

only general requirements while the NRC-implementing

executive orders, which can be changed easily,

contain the technical details of safety.

4) Principles of radiological protection

The American principles for radiation protection are

laid down in the ICRP-recommendations (82). The

requirement of radiation minimization is interpreted

authentically in part 20 of the federal regula-

tions. (83) The term "as low as is reasonably achie-

vable" means that the state of technology and the

economics of improvements must be taken in basic

considerations. Besides that social and social-

(79) Look at Feldmann, loc. cit. (note 66), p. 301 f.
(80) Look at Feldmann, loc. cit (note 66), p. 304
(81) Supra B) I) 3), p. 6
(82) Supra B) I) 4) , p. 6-8
(83) 10 CFR 20 Part 20: "Standards for Protection

against Radiation."
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economic reflections must be regarded in relation-

ship to the benefits of public health and safety

and in relationship to the utilization of atomic

energy in the public interest.(84) Thus the Ameri-

can requirement of radiation minimization is li-

mited by many different aspects. This command is

no longer unlimited. It is used with social and

economic considerations.

II) Great Britain (GB)

Parallel to the USA Great Britain (GB) first used

nuclear energy for military purpose. During the second

world-war only the atomic military research was

pushed ahead.(85) Even in the postwar-years the mili-

tary aspect predominated.(85) Not before 1955 the bri-

tish government issued its first program of peaceful

usage of nuclear energy.(85)

1) Legal basis

1959 Parliament passed a law for licencing and

insurance of nuclear installations (so-called

Nuclear Installations Act)(86) which formed the

legal basis for the commercial utilization of

nuclear power plants. This act lays down the

(84) Look at 10 CFR 20 Part 20 Sec. 20.1c) sentence 2
(85) Look at Vieweg, dangers and danger assessments

in the legal system of Great Britain, in law -
technique - economy, book 21, I960, part III,
p. If., p. 102

(86) Nuclear Installations Act for Licensing and Insu-
rance, 1959, enacted 9 July 1959, in 7 and 8,

. 2, chapter 40
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requirement of official permission to nuclear

installations.(87) Authorizing body is the so-

called Nuclear Installations Inspectorate

(Nil).(88) with the act of 1965 (89) the

atomic law was newly modelled. This act nowadays

forms the legal basis of permits.(90)

A special administrative agency for nuclear energy

called United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority

(UKAEA) has to care for reactor safety. This

institution is based on both of the atomic

energy acts of 1954 and 1959.(88) (Atomic Energy

Acts 1954 and 1959)

A specialized national body examines the scope

of radiation protection.(91) For this the radio-

logical protection act of 1970 forms the juridical

basis.(88)

(87) Look at sec. 1 subparagraph 1 of the above-
mentioned act (note 86)

(88) Look at Vieweg, ibid (note 85), p. 104
(89) Nuclear Installations Act 1965, chapter 57
(90) Look at Vieweg, loc. cit. (note 85), p. 104
(91) So-called National Radiological Protection Board

(NRPB)
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2) Principles of the safety philosophy

2.1) Margin for the authorizing body

The Nuclear Installations Act (NIA) of 1965 only

contains fragmentary indications of preconditions

for a licence.(92) Thus the Nil has far-reaching

competences.(93) Thereby legislation has granted

a great margin to the executive.(94) The Nil for

example has an administrative discretion for

giving or refusing nuclear site licence.(95)

Besides that the authority can add many con-

ditions to a permission. The corresponding

catalogue of the act hardly comprises any limits.

(96) Therefore the law does not lay down

substantive preconditions for a licence.(97)

2.2) Safety requirements within the scope of

practical reason

The Nil makes decisions recognizing "that there

can't be absolute safety".(98) Therefore nu-

clear risks shall only be eliminated so far as

reasonably practicable.

(92) Look at Vieweg, ibid (note 85), p. 110
(93) Sec. 3 and 4 of the Nuclear Installations Act 1965

contains certain rights, for instance to alter
incidental provisions or to withdraw permissions,
although the preconditions of those rights are not
specifically defined

(94) Look at Vieweg, loc. cit. (note 85), p. Ill
(95) Look at Vieweg, ibid (note 85), p. 114
(96) Look at sec. 4 (1) and (2) of the Nuclear Installa-

tions Act (NIA) of 1965, loc. cit. (nota b(J)
(97) Look at Vieweg, ibid (note 85), p. 119
(98) Vieweg loc. cit. (note 85), p. 121
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This restricted safety measure is based on a

general English principle of law which is in-

cluded in the Health and Safety at Work Act

(HSW) of 1974, It is the aim of this act to

protect security and health of all people against

health and safety risks which can be caused by

working processes.(99) The employer must initiate

equivalent provisions as far as reasonably

practicable. (100) The same formula is applicable

to the obligations of a manufacturer for the

public.(101)

Because the law does not explain this general

formula, the adjudication had to fulfill this

term. (102) Thereafter the formula "reasonably

practicable" differs very much from the natural

scientific notion of possibility.(103) The natu-

ral scientific thinkable is not important but

the measure of practical reason. This measure

commands to weigh out between the cost and the

expected profit of safety.

(ljy) Vieweg, ibid (note 85), p. 17 with reference to sec.l
subparagraph 1 letter b) of HSW Act 1974

(100) Look at sec. 2 subparagraph 1 HSW Act 1974
(101) Look at sec. 3 KSW Act 1974
(102) Look at Vieweg, loc. cit. (note 85), p. 42/43 with

other notes
(103) Look at Vieweg, ibid (note 85), p. 43
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2.3) Double dose limits as measures

Consequently the operators of nuclear power plants

have to take all reasonably practicable steps in order

to avoid incidents and to minimize the consequences

of those disasters.(104) In concrete words these

obligations mean that each accident which can lead

to an excess of dose limits must be made as remote

as is reasonably practicable.(105) For this the

decisive dose limits (106) correspond to the double

maximum permissible doses per year which are

approved to the occupational exposure.(107)

2.4) Concept of an effective barrier

In order to achieve those very practical safety

goals the Nil has developed the so-called "concept

of an effective barrier".(108) Protection systems

must have an appropiately high standard of enginee-

ring which the Nil defines by a falling out rate
— 4of maximal 10 /per year for specified systems.(109)

If the likelihood of falling out is higher than

this rate.the Nil demands "two independent and

different effective barriers".(110)

With those rules a probability of an event with 10~4/

per year is so-called "reasonable safety" which docs

no more require redundance or diversity.(111)

(104) Look at Vieweg, ibid (note 85), p. 121
(1Ü5) Look at Vieweg, loc. cit. (note 85), p. 123
(106) So-called Emergency Reference Level (ERL)
(107) Look at Vieweg, loc. cit. (note 85), p. 124
(108) Look at Vieweg, ibid (note 85), p. 125
(109) Look at Vieweg, loc. cit. (note 85), p. 12G
(110) Vieweg, ibid (note 85), p. 127
(111) In Great Britain "safety" begins very early with a

falling out of maximal 10~4/per year
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3) Principles of radiological protection

The dose limits which are recommended by the ICRP and

the safety standards of EAC - both enacted for the re-

gular operation of the nuclear installation - are in

force in Great Britain too. (112) In addition to that

the ICRP-recommendation (113) and the EAC-directive (114)

say that the radiation exposure must be kept als low

as reasonably practicable.(112) Therefore it can be

extensively refered to the above-mentioned interpre-

tations of this principle.(115)

But the English requirement of radiation minimization

seems to be stronger straightened to practice than

the international regulations. While ICRP and EAC

demand that the radiation exposure shall be "as low

as practical achievable". Great Britain finds its way

to the term "as low as reasonably practicable".

Thus the English requirement of radiation minimiza-

tion is orientated very strong to the practice. The

demand is very similar to the OECD-basic standards

of radiological protection which are sufficient with

"the practical achievable minimum". (116) But these

differences are only marginal. They can be explained

by specific linguistic usages.

(112) Look at Vieweg, loc. cit. (note 85), p. 121
(1 13) Supra B) I) 4.2) ,p.7
(114) Supra B) III) 4.1), p.18
(11b) Supra B) I) 4.4) , p. 9
(116) Supra B) II) 4 ) , p. 14
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Ill) France (F)

Whereas in the anglo-saxon countries USA and United King-

dom of Great Britain (GB) mostly private firms operate

nuclear facilities, in France only public organizations

use , nuclear energy.(117) The EDF (118) for instance

which possesses all French commercial reactors is a

nationalized enterprise (117) Both operators and

authorities are part of a central state unit. This fact

may illustrate extensively the following characteristics

of french nuclear law:

1) Legal basis

1.1) No substantive atomic act

In France there is no substantive atomic act. (119)

The legislation on 25 of July I960 has passed how-

ever an "act No. 80 - 572... on the protection and

control of nuclear materials". (120) But this statute

is aimed only at the protection of nuclear materials

to prevent them from being stolen, misappropriated

or lost.(121) The act was passed to support IAEA in

the control of the non-proliferation of nuclear

weapons. (122) The law lays down the import and export,'

the manufacture, the possession, the use and the car- '
i

(117) For details look at Backhaus, dangers and dancer
assessments in the legal system of France , in
dangers and danger assessment in law, in: law-tech-
nique-economy, book 21, part II, 1980, p. 209 f.,
p. 235

(118) EDF means "Electricite de France"; this is in
English: electricity of France

(119) Look at Backhaus, ibid (note 117), p. 237 and
p. 238 with other notes

(120) Printed in Nuclear Law Bulletin of NEA, No. 2b,
1980, p. 41 f. p. 44

(121) Look at the explanations in Nuclear Law Bulletin,
No. 28, 1981, edited by NEA, p. 14 f., p. 15

(122) Look at Nuclear Law Bulletin, ibid (note 121), p. 1-1
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riage of nuclear materials under a licence and

control system, (1 23->™ —

1.2 Act on pollution and smells

Because the 1980 act shall only prevent the
*• i

proliferation of nuclear weapons, it does not express

regulations of technical safety. Theirfore it is part

of the so-called law of; atmospheric pollution and of

smells, enacted on 2 of August 1961.(124) Article

8 subparagraph 2 of thi;s act says that a decree shall,

regulate "the conditions of constructing, of operating

and of controlling nuclear installations."

1.3 Procedural regulations for public permits

Because of its statutory power the decree (125)

No. 63 - 1228 of 1 1 ^ of December 1963 created a pro-,

cedure for getting a nuclear licence. (126) It was

changed by decree No. 73 - 405 of 27 of December

1973.(126) Both decrees do not deal with substantive

nuclear law but only with procedural regulations fo:r

public permits.(127) Therefore French reactor safety

is not based on substantive rules.

1.4 Regulations of radiological protection

Radiation protection on the contrary does know de-

tailed rules. They can.be found mostly in the

decrees No. 66 - 450 of 20 t h of June 1966, No. 67

(123) Look at sec. 2 of Act No. 80-572, ibid (note 120)
(124) Look at Backhaus, loc. cit. (note 117), p. 239
(125) The french decree is approximately similar to the

German executive order; look at Backhaus, ibid
(note 117), p. 237

(126) Look at Backhaus, loc. cit. (note 117), p. 239
(127) Look at Backhaus, ibid (note 117), p. 237 and p.245

-w and p. 24 8
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228 of 15 t h of March 1967 and No. 75 - 306 of 28 t h

of April 1975. (i26)

2) Principles of safety philosophy

2.1) Security service has the central power of decision

Law only prescribes a construction permit. But a spd-

cial operation licence is not legally necessary.(128)

The Prime Minister is the authorizing body. He decides

on the basis of a recommendation of the Minister of

Industry.(129) During the licence procedure the

central security service (in French: Service Centrale

de Sürete des Installations Nucleaire/SCSIN) is the

most important institution.(129) This body composes

the safety analysis report and achieves by working the

so-called decree of permission.(130) Because of au

administrative order of the Minister of Industry from,

2 7 t h of March 1973 this' authority guides all safety

examinations.(131) As a result the central security

service settles the assessments of dangers and safe-

ty. (131)

2.2 Acceptable risks

The central security service (SCSIN) devides the

reactor safety into two categories (132): "süreto

nucleaire" and "securite nucleaire". It is very

difficult to distinguish one from the other. "Security

nucleaire" is a complete term. This expression includes

all measures which serve to the protection of poop Us

(128) Look at Backhaus, loc. cit. (note 117), p. 247
(129) Look at Backhaus, ibid (note 117), p. 245
(130) Look at Backhaus, ibid (note 117), p. 2-1r) and i>. '.>.'>:>.
(LJL) Look uL Backhaus, loc. cit. (note: 117), p. 2'J2
(132) Look at Backhaus, ibid (note 117), p. 277
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and property against the dangers possibly caused by

the peaceful use of .-nuclear energy,(133) Against that

the term "sürete nucleaire" is understood much more

restricted. It circumscribes all safety specifica-

tions which make possible the operating of a plant

and which can avoid accidents or at least shall limit

the consequences of damage.(133)

This aim can only be achieved if the individual tech-

nical equipments are trustworthy. Thus French reactor-

safety is guided by a high level of reliability and

safety of systems and of components«(134) In French

it is' called "f iabilite". The risks of falling out

shall be limited "to ah acceptable level".(134)

Z-3 Model of safety barriers

This acceptable level is mainly fixed by the so

called method of safety barriers. (135) Several

barriers shall prevent the radioactive products from

going from the reactor into the environment.(135)

At the same time it must be researched whether a

barrier may fail (136). The possibilities of faults

must be described. In additon to that interdepen-

dences of mistakes must be discovered.(136) All these

methods shall fix the acceptable level, although

only democratic authorized institutions are definite-

ly able to establish this standard.(137)

(13J) Look at Backhaus, loc. cit-.. (note 117), p. 278
(134) Look at Backhaus, ibid (note 117), p. 279
(L3rj) Look at Backhaus, loc. cit. (note 117), p. 284
(LJO) Look at Backhaus, ibid (note 117), p. 297
(1J7) Look at Backhaus, loc. cit. (note 117), p. 305
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2.4) Sum total: no absolute safety

From these principles of the French safety philo-

sophy it is derivable that in France too safety wiljl

not be considered in an unlimited manner. The safe-'

ty requirements come to an end if the level of

safety reaches an acceptable standard.

i

Finally it must be stressed that France takes care • :

v in its safety rules the IAEA-principle of flexibi- ,

lity. But it must be criticized that only a few :

subjects are regulated in law. France does not pay

attention to the demand of IAEA for detaiM legal-

ly binding safety regulations.

3) Dose-limitation as a method of radiological protec-j ;

tion

The above-mentioned decrees for radiation protection

(138) transfer the dose limits of the safety standard

of EAC into French law.(139) Surprisingly there are

no general principles of justification and optimi-

C zation of a radiation exposure (140), although these

are typical in international regulations.(141) From

that it can be concluded that France pays only atten-

tion to dose-limitation.

(138) Supra C) III) 1.4), p.33/34
(139) Look at Nuclear Law Bulletin of NEA, 1968/75,

index 1 to 15, p. 9 .
(140) "General provisions" of decree No. G6-450 of 20

June 1966, in International Digest of Health
Legislation, WHO, 1967, Volume 18, No. 1

(141) Supra B) I) 4.1) - 4.2), p.7 ; D) II) 4), p. 14
B) III) 4.1) - 4.2) , p. 18/19
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IV) Italy (I)

For further illustration of Romanic regulations the

Italian legal system may be shown.

1) Legal basis

In our time the act No. 1860 of 31 s t of December 1962 (3 42)

on the peaceful uses of nuclear energy forms the legal qat

sis for constructing and operating of nuclear power

plants. The most important additional law is the act

of 1975 (143) which has regulated the rules of compen-

sation for damages (144) in a basic new manner.

The executive order No. 185 of 13 of February 1964 (145

puts the act in concrete form on the field of safety and

of health protection.

Thus the law of 1962 and the executive order of 1964

form the legal basis of radiological protection and of

safety philosophy.

(142) Described in Nuclear Law, publications of the
federal minister for scientific research, No.13,
1967, p. 141 f.

(143) Act of 10 t n May 1975
(144) Look at sec. 15-24 of the act of 1975, ibid (note

143), in NEA, Nov. 1975, supplement to No. 16, p.1f.

145) Executive order No. 185 of 13 of February 1964
of the president of the republic on the safety of
installations and on the health protection of the
workers and of the population against the dangers of
ionic rays caused by peaceful use of nuclear energy, in
Nuclear Law, publications of the federal minister
for scientific research, 1969, H O . 14, p. 48 f.
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2) Principles of safety philosophy

2.1) "Most effective" safety

The principles of safety philosophy are legally fixed)

only in a very fragmentary manner. Article 3 of the

executive order No. 185 of 1964* jprovides that nuclear

installations may only be constructed and operated

within the regulations of this order.(147) Therefore

the owner of a nuclear power plant has the duty to

ensure the safety of operation "in the most eff:ectivcf

manner".

2.2) Principle of optimization

The above-mentioned expression is not explained.

But from this formula the principle of optimization

can be derived. This principle is put in concrete

form by so-called technical guides which are published!

by the National Committee for Nuclear Energy (CNEN).

Although these technical guides are not binding (148),

they illustrate the technical safety requirements ot

CNEN.

However as a result of the Italian legislation it is

to be remarked that only the principle of optimization

is derivable. It orders an optimum of safety. It sti(Ll|

keeps vague or unclear whether an absolute safety

even is demanded or some risks may remain.

(146) Look at Nuclear Law, No. 14, ibid (note 145),
p. 50/51

(147) Look at Nuclear Law, No. 14, loc. cit. (note 145),
p. 48/49

(148) Look at "Description of Licensing Systems and Inspec-
tion of Nuclear Installations", published by NI2A,
1980, p. 69 f. , p. 70
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3) Principles of radiological protection

3.1) Principle of optimization

Pursuant to article 1 subparagraph 1 of the executive

order No. 185 of 1964 even in the field of radiation

protection there is only the principle of optimizati4n.

Each user of radioactive products has to assure

health protection of the workers and of the people i^ |

the"most effective manner" against the dangers of

ionization radiation. Health can be protected "most ,

effective" if radiation exposure is as low as possible'.

Thus the above-mentioned principle of optimization

must result in the principle of radiation minimi- '

zation.

I 3.2) Concept of dose limitation

Yet this requirement is not expressively mentioned in

the executive order, although this command is one of

the three classic international principles for radio-

logical protection.(149) Article 95 only requires thp

( compliance with certain dose limits for individuals,

for the population and for the so-called environ-

ment. (150) As a result Italian law has merely adoptep"

the third international principle of radiation pro-

tection (151) which says that certain dose limits shfd.1

not be exceeded.

tL49) Supra B) I) 4.2), p. 7 ; B) II) 4), p. 14 ;
Ü) III) 4), p. 17_19

(150) Look at the executive order No. 185 of 13
February 1964, ibid (note 145), p. 146-p. 149);
article 95 letter a) and b) of the order No. 185 of
1964

(151) Supra B) I) 4.3), p.8
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3.3) No principle of radiation minimization

There seems to be no special duty for radiation mini-l

mization. That can be shown with the small word '

"therefore"in article 1 subparagraph 2 of the above

order which deduces the obligation in observing the

executive order from the principle of optimization

(152), In other words: If somebody works within the

frame of the executive order and if he especially

complies with the dose limits, he already in this

way protects people "most effectively" against the

dangers of ionic rays. This regulation safeguards

legal security and certainty of the law. But it is

doubtful that this settlement really can protect health

in an optimal way.
i

V) Netherlands (N)

As an example for smaller states some Dutch legal

rules shall be examined:

1) Legal basis

Dutch atomic law is based on the Nuclear Energy Act of

1963 (153) in the version of 1974. This act is supplied

(152) Look at the executive order No. 185 of 1964 above,
loc. cit. (note 145), p. 48/49; article 1 subpara-
graph 2 of the order No. 185 of 1964

(153) Act of 21st of February 1963 with rules on the re-
lease of nuclear energy and on the usage of radio-
active products and of tools which send ionic rays
(Nuclear Energy Act) - Staatsblad 196 3, 82 - in the
version of the act of 30 t h of June 1967 - Staatsblad
1967, 377 - and of the act of 8th of May 1974 -
Staatsblad 1974, 291

I
_1
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by some so-called royal implementing executive orders.(154)

The order of 1969 in the version of 1972 (155) regulates •

the safety equipments, of nuclear power plants.

The radiological protection of the staff is settled by j ,

the safety executive order "ionic rays" of 1963 of whichj

statutory power was created already with the security !

act of 1934.(156) This relative old act even today forms

the "basis of the internal radiological protection".(157)

For the protection of the population in general the imple-

menting executive order of 1969 in the version of 1973

(158) is decisive.

(154) Look at Bischof/Pelzer, the law of radiological
protection in the member states of the European
Communities, book I, Belgium, Luxembourg, Netherlands,
first edition, 1979 (series of writings for European
economy, book 104), p. 118

(155) Executive order of 4th of September 1969 for imple-
menting of the articles 16, 17, 19 subparagraph 1 and
article 21 of the Nuclear Energy Act (Executive order
of nuclear installations, atomic materials and ores) -
Staatsblad 1969, 403 - in the version of the executive
order of 26th of April 1972 - Staatsblad 1974, 242 -

(156) Executive order of 18th of March 1963 of a new pro-
nouncement of implementing executive orders pursuant
to articles 7, 9, 11, 12 and 21 of the safety act 1934
(safety executive order ionic rays) - Staatsblad 1963,
98 - in the version of 12th of November 1969 - Staats-
blad 1969, 514

(157) Bischof/Pelzer, ibid (note 154), p. 117

(158) Executive order of 10th of September 1969 for
implementing the articles 28 till 32 of the
Nuclear Energy Act (executive order of radio-
active products) - Staatsblad 1969, 404 - in the
version of the executive order of 17th of June 1971 -
Staatsblad 1971, 430 - and of the executive order
of 11th of August 1073 - Staatsblad 1973, 504
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2) Principles of safety philosophy

Article 15 letter b) of the Nuclear Energy Act of 1963

settles the construction and the operation of nuclear

power plants under licensing conditions. In this way

people, animals, plants and property shall be pro-

tected. (159) At the same time power and full supply

shall be secured.(160)

Article 31 of the executive order of 4 t h of September

1969 in the version of 26th of April 1972 put both of

these goals in concrete terms with the following three

remarkable principles:

Each radiation exposure must be prevented "as wide as

possible". If the radiation is unavoidable it must be

reduced "as far as possible". For example only a few

people shall be contaminated. Finally an "illegal

radiation exposure" must be avoided.

These principles demonstrate a safety effort which is

orientated towards real technical possibilities as it

is shown by the formula "as wide as possible". That

means: If something cannot be. made in practise nobody

is allowed to require that.

Because the safety philosophy is based on technical

possibilities a great flexibility arises which is de-

manded by international recommendations.(161)

(159) Look at article 19 No. 1 letter a) of the Nuclear
Energy Act of 1963

(160) Look at article 19 No. 1 letter d) of the Nuclear
Energy Act of 1963

(161) Supra B) I) 3), p. 6 (IAEA-requirement)
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3) Principles of radiological protection

3.1) Orientation to technical possibilities

The principles of radiological protection are very

similar to the principles of the safety philosophy.

Pursuant to article 4 number 1 of the safety execu-

tive order "ionic rays" of 18 t h of March 1963 the

"number of the workers who are exposed to ionic

rays has to be kept as low as possible". At the

same* time the radiation exposure must be "prevented

as far as possible". Finally certain dose limits

shall not be exceeded corresponding to article 4

number 2 of the above-mentioned executive order.

The same principles apply to radiation protection

of people in the environs. The user of radioactive

products is obliged to prevent contaminations of

persons "as far as possible" and to keep the number

of exposed people "as low as possible" if the

radiation exposure is unavoidable. At last "an

illegal radiation or contamination must be pre-

vented". (162)

These formulas demonstrate that Dutch law for

radiological protection orientates itself to the

real technical possibilities.(163)

(162) Look at article 23 No. 1 and 2 of the above-mentioned
executive order of 10tn of September 1969, loc. cit.
(note 158)

(163) Look at the permanent recurrent legal formula:"as
wide as possible"
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3.2) Acceptance of international principles on

radiological protection

The comparison with two international principles shows

the superior efficiency of those recommendations. The

observance of the dose limits and the requirement of

radiation minimization are in law.(164) Only the

principle of justification does not exist although

it is placed first in the international recommenda-

tions. (165) But indirectly it is contained in the

order of minimization because in general each radia-

tion exposure is only allowed if it is unavoidable.

The principle of justification flows at lasc into the

proof that the exposure is unavoidable.

VI) Switzerland (S)

With the Swiss legal system one can show the solutions

of problems which a state with several language groups

(French, German and Italian) has made.

1) Legal basis

1.1) Constitutional permission

With a very broad majority of 75 per cent of votes

Swiss citizens have agreed to an addition of the

constition on the permission of nuclear energy.(166)

(164) Look at Bischof/Pelzer, loc. cit. (note 154),
p. 119

(165) Supra B) I) 4), p.7
(166) Look at the formulation of introduction of the fede-

ral decision of 20th of December 1957 with the
following text: "the preservation from the result
of the plebiscite of 24 t n of November 1957 respecting
the federal decision on the addition of the federal
constitution by an article 24 quinquies concerning
the atomic energy and the radiation protection."
491.745 citizens of 635.896 voters have voted with
"yes" and only 144.151 have voted with "no"
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The plebiscite took place on 2At of November 1957.

Since that time the federation enacts the bills in the

scope of nuclear energy according to article 24 let-

ter d) of the federal constitution of the Swiss Con-

federation.

1.2) Legal licence conditions

1959 the federation has passed an atomic act.(167)

1960 it followed an executive order on the foundation

of a safety committee.(168) It consists of "experts

in the field of atomic science, of atomic technique

and of radiological protection".(169) On 6th of

October 1978 a so-called federal decision to the

atomic act was passed which subordinated a construc-

tion of a nuclear power plant under a so-called

frame-permission of the "Bundesrat" which is the

federal government. This frame-permission can only

be given by the "Bundesversammlung" which is the

federal Parliament.(170) Again this frame-permission

is the precondition for giving a constructing and

operating permit according to article 4 subparagraph 1

letter a) of the atomic act.(171)

(16 7) "Federal act of peaceful usage of atomic energy and of
radiological protection" of 23 t h of December 1959

(168) "Executive order concerning the Confederate Commission
for the safety of atomic installations" of 13 t n of June
1960

(169) Look at article 1 sentence 2 of the executive order of
13th of June 1960, ibid (note 168)

(170) Look at article 1 subparagraph 1 of the federal
decision of 6th of October 1978 to the atomic act

(171) Look at article 1 subparagraph 2 of the federal de-
cision of 6th of October 1978 to the atomic act
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1,3) Regulations on radiological protection

For the scope of radiological protection article 11 of

the atomic act of 1959 forms the statutory power to

pronounce an executive order of radiation protection.

That was p

1963.(172)

That was passed by the "Bundesrat" on 19 of April

2) Principles of safety philisophy

2.1) General preconditions for licensing

Pursuant to article 5 subparagraph 1 atomic act the

permission of constructing and operating a nuclear

installation has to be refused or must be made de-

pendent on conditions if this is necessary "in order

to preserve the external security of Switzerland,

to observe the accepted obligations of public inter-

national law or to protect people, third-

party things or important objects of legal protection".

These formulas are very long-winded. Thus they can

only be considered as goals and not as concrete pre-

conditions for licensing.

The preconditions of permits according to article 5

atomic act are only a little bit more exact. There-

after the licence must be refused if the applicant

does not produce prescribed proof of policy and if the

responsable staff does not have sufficient technical

knowledge "or if there is no complete guarantee or

warranty for observing the legal rules, conditions

or requisitions". With this very wide comprehensive

clause one wanted to leave the law open for future

developments. (17 3) The international demand of flcxi-

(172) "Executive order on radiological protection" of 19
of April 1963

(173) Look at Rausch, Swiss atomic energy law, 1980, p.AH
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bility within the safety requirements (174) is ful-

filled in this way. But on the other hand such global

and indefinite regulations are questionable in view

of a state where law and order prevail.(175)

2.2) Necessary and appropriate safety requirements

In practise of licensing the "Confederate Commission

for the safety of atomic installations" settles the

specific level of safety. According to article 3 sub-

paragraph 1 letter a) of the above-mentioned executive

order of 1960 the committee has to examine the safety

report of the applicants and in an expertise to answer

the question "whether all to the standard of science

and technique necessary and appropriate safety condi-

tions are fulfilled for the construction and operation

of atomic installations to the protection of people,

third-party property and important objects of legal

protection". With these legal formulas thinkable

safety requirements are admissible if two obligations

are discharged: The suggested measures must be neces-

sary and appropriate.

2.2.1) Necessity of avoiding dangers

The necessity is determined by the amount of the risk

which is combined with a special event.(176) This risk

is stipulated by the likelihood and by the possible

size of damage consequences. Therefore a risk is rele-

vant" if it can be mathematically defined for each event

as a product of the likelihood and of the amount of

(174) Supra B) I) 3), p. 6
(175) Look at the hard criticism from Rausch, loc. cit.

(note 173), p. 4 9
U76) Rausch, ibid (note 173), p. 119
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consequences".(176) Thus not avery thinkable event with

possible damages requires safety provisions. Safety

requirements are only necessary if the threshold of danger

is achieved.

2.2.2) Principle of commensurability

Because the safety requirements have to be appropriate

the principle of commensurability goes into the licensing

, procedure. If the cost of safety measures is extremly

high in proportion to the safety gain which can be

achieved the specific safety requirements are not appro-

priate. In this way considerations of commercial effi-

ciency come into safety reflections.

2.3) Result: Appropriate risk as a limit for safety

requirements

In collection there is the result that Switzerland also

does not demand an absolute safety. Swiss safety philo-

sophie is content with the "reduction of risks to an

appropriate standard".(177) The appropriate risk forms

the limit of safety requirements.

(
3) Principles of radiological protection

Two of three above-mentioned international principles

of radiological protection (178) one will find ex-

pressively in Swiss law. Article 31 and the following

of the executive order on radiological protection of

19 of April 1963 require the observance of dose li-

mits. The secondly mentioned requirement of radiation

minimization of the ICRP (179) is in law by article 27

(177) Rausch, loc. cit. (note 173), p 122
(178) Supra B) I) 4) , p. 7/8
(179) Look at recommendations, publication 26 of ICRP,

ibid (note 17), subparagraph 12 l e t t e r b)
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subparagraph 2 of the above-mentioned order. There-

after the specific radiation exposure has to be kept

"as low as possible". Like in the Netherlands the

Swiss duty of minimization is bound to real, that

means especially technical possibilities. On the

other hand there is no regard of economic and social

factors. Therefore in theory public authorities could

require actions for minimization which would combine

a small safety gain with a great economic expense.

So far the Swiss requirement of radiation minimi-

zation seems to be somewhat stricter than the inter-

national standard .

The international principle of justification of each

radiation exposure (180) is not expressively men-

tioned. But indirectly it is contained in article 27

subparagraph 1 of the above-mentioned executive

order because everybody has the obligation to avoid

unnecessary radiations to individuals. A radiation

exposure can only be necessary if at least the ad-

vantage of the exposure is greater than the possible

disadvantage. In the heart of the matter this is

the principle of a positive net benefit according to

ICRP-recommendation Wo. 26.(180)

In collection Switzerland with its

principles of radiological protection fits in well

with the international rules.

(180) Look at recommendations, publication 26 of ICRP,
ibid (note 17), subparagraph 12 letter a)
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VII) Federal Republic of Germany (FRG)

Finally the legal provisions of the Federal Republic of

Germany shall be described:

1) Legal basis

1.1) Permission by constitution

In article 74 no. 11 letter a) of the Grundgesetz (GG =

Basic Constitutional Law) peaceful utilization of nu-

clear energy has a furdamental basis. According to this

constitutional rule the federation has competetive

legislative power for the "generation and utilization

of nuclear energy for peacful purposes". Hence follows

that the constitution allows peaceful use of nuclear

energy. If the Basic Constitutional Law grants the

federation a (corapetetive) legislative power in the

field of a certain technique this technology must be

permitted by this constitution. It would not make sense

to create a competence rule for a scope which is per-

haps not allowed. Therefore the Federal Supreme

Constitutional Court has decided that the "recognition

and approval of a certain topic also results from con-

stitutional competence rules on principle".(181)

1.2) Atomic act with executive orders

Pursuant to the above-mentioned constitutional rule

1959 the federation has passed an atomic act (in Ger-

man: "Atomgesetz"/AtG) (182) which has been changed

(181) Federal Supreme Constitutional Court, book 53,
p. 30 f, p. 56 (Mülheim - Kärlich - decision of
1st senate)

(182) "Act of the peaceful use of nuclear energy^and of the
protection against its dangers" (atomic act) of
23rd of December 1959 (BGDl. I, p. 814) in the ver-
sion of the announcement of 31st

 of October 1976
(BGB1. I , p. 3055) - AtG -
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and added many times in the following periods.(183)

This act prescribes the licence conditions for

nuclear installations in section 7 subparagraph 2 AtG.

Besides that it comprises many statutory instruments

(184) to issue executive orders which need the agree-

ment of the federal council (in German:"Bundesrat").

(185) The federal states are represented in this

constitutional organ.

The atomic licensing procedure is regulated by the

so-called Atomic Legal Executive Order of Licence

Procedures (AtVfV).(186) 1982 it was revised com-

pletely. (186)

Relating to substantive law the executive order for

radiation protection of 1976 (187) should be men-

tioned.

(183) The last modification is dated with 20 of August
1980 by the act for altering the rules of costs
of Atomic Act (BGB1. I,p. 1556)

(184) Look at the sections io'to 12 AtG
(185) Look at article 80 subparagraph 2 Basic Constitutional

Law (GGjin combination with article 87 letter c)
GG in connection with section 24 subparagraph 1
sentence 1 and section 54 subparagraph 1 and 2
sentence 1 AtG

(186) Executive order for licensing of installations
according to sec. 7 of atomic act (Atomic Legal
Procedure Executive Order (At VfV) of 18t" of
February 1977 (BGBl. I, p. 280) in the version of
the announcement of 31st of March 1982 (BGBl. I,
P. 411)

(187) Executive order on the protection against damages
through ionic rays (Executive order on radiological
protection - StrlSchV) of 13 t h of October 1976
(BGBl. I, p. 2905)
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2) Principles of safety philosophy

2.1) Admissible rest of risks according to section 7

subparagraph 2 NO- 3 AtG

The legal point of view of German s?r '̂;y philosophy

is section 7 subparagraph 2 No, 3 AtG as a "key-norm"

of atomic law.(188) Pursuant to this rule a nuclear

licence may only be given if "necessary provision

* according to the standard of science and technique

is made against damages possibly caused by con-

structing and operating of the installation".With

the simultaneous reference to science and technique

the act refers to scopes out of law. They determine

the usage of nuclear energy.

But technique and science cannot prevent; at all time

a severe accident of reactors which could cause

damages to health and life of many people.(189) There-

fore one may ask whether this unavoüable risk can be

tolerated by law. For answering this question the

"key-norm" of German atomic law has to be inter-

preted with four classical methods of interpretation

^ which German law uses;

(188) For the expression look at Schattke, limits of radio-
logical protection in nuclear installations, in:
daily questions of economic energy (ET), 1982,
p. 1083 f., p. 1084

(189) Look at the German study of risks of nuclear power
plants, book 8, consequences of accidents and
results of risks, study of the company for reactor
safety (GRS), 1981, p. 2. Therafter the greatest
thinkable reactor accident will lead to approximately
16.600 acute deaths.
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2.1.1) Literal-grammatical method of interpretation

The literal-grammatical method starts off from wording

of the relevant legal rules. Section 7 subparagraph 2

No. 3 AtG requires a technical-scientific "provision

against damages". With these provisions the human

being tries to protect himself against the "arising

of risks".(190) But the human being cannot be perfect

neither are his provisions. Nobody can achieve ab-

solute safety. There always remains a rest of risks.

Therefore the necessary provision against damages in

the sense of section 7 subparagraph 2 No. 3 AtG cannot

mean the elimination of all risks. The rule only re-

quires the averting dangers and not the abolition of a

rest of risk.

2.1.2) Systematical method of interpretation

The systematical method of interpretation aims at

the continuity of all rules in which the relevant re-

gulation settled . There is a relationship between

section 7 subparagraph 2 No. 3 AtG with section 1 No. 2

AtG with the so-called legal aim for protection (191)

which shall protect life , health and properties

against the dangers of nuclear energy. But this

goal is only orientated to averting dangers and not

to total elimination of any risk.

(190) Brockhaus - encyclopaedia, 17 edition, book 25
(book of addition), 1981, p. 786

(191) Look at head note 5 of the "Kalkar"-decision of the
Federal Supreme Constitutional Court of 8 t h of August
1978, book 49, p. 89 f., p. 90:"The formulation of
section 7 subparagraph 2 NO. 3 atomic act which is
open for the future serves to a dynamical protection
of civil rights.It helps to realize the goal of
protection of section 1 NO. 2 AtG in the best way."
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2.1.3) Historical method of interpretation

With the historical method of interpretation the

lawyer goes back to the history of the relevant

act.(192) The original figure of AtG was made 1959.

(193) In order to formulate the nuclear licence

preconditions the legislation orientated itself

to the legs.I rules of conventional industry. (194)

This legal subject was always directed to prevent

dangers (195) and not all risks. Thus the atomic act

continvas the tradition of averting dangers. (196)

In spite of new technologies a new legal institution

was not created. Therefore the historical method

too does not demand a total elimination of any risk.

2.1.4) Teleological method of interpretation

The teleological method of interpretation is orien-

tated to the aims of an act.(197) Section 1 AtG has

four goals. Two of those, namely the aim of protection

(192) Look at Schmidt-Bleibtreu/Klein, comm. to GG,
5 t h edition, 1980, introduction, p. 112

(193) For history of origins look at Fischerhof, loc. cit.
(note 1), introduction,in front of section 1 AtG
marginal notes29-31, p. 146/147

(194) The official arguments of the governmental bill point
out the similarity of the licence rule (sec. 7 AtG)
to section 16 "Gewerbeordnung" in the old version;
look at Parliament-printed papers III/759, p. 24

(195) For details look at Lukes/Feldmann/Knüppel, dangers
and danger assessments in the legal system of the
Federal Republic of Germany, in law - technique -
economy, book 21, part II, 1980, p. "71 f., p. 134

(196) Look at judgment of the higher court of administration
(VGH) Baden-Württemberg of 30th of March 1982, X 575/77,
X 578/77, X 583/77, p. 124

(197) Look at Engisch, introduction into juridical thoughts,
3rd edition, 1956, p. 83
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(Mo. 2) (198) and the aim of promotion iNo. 1),(199)

have strained relations to each other. If one would

interpret the protection goal as an absolute safety

guarantee nuclear power plants could not be construc-

ted and operated (201) because of their unavoidable

rests of risks.(200) With this interpretation the pro-

tection aim of section 1 NO . 2 AtG would prohibit a

technology which has to be encouraged on the other

hand ny the promotion (section I N O . 1 AtG) goal.

But interpretation of law must avoid such a great

contradiction. Therefore this conflict ":-c aims must

be solved by consideration of a common '•.?-»• Is:

Only the realization of all four aims in section 1 AtG,

thus the promotion and the protection goal also, pro-

duces the^preconditions (202) of using nuclear energy.

Therefore there is a dependent connection between the

protection aim and the promotion goal. The concrete

utilization of nuclear energy has also positive results

to the protection aim. Only in this way knowledge and

experience can be collected in order to increase tech-

nical safety.(203) Consequently even the protection

(198) The protection goal of section 1 no. 2 AtG runs:
"Aim of this act is to protect life, health and
properties against the dangers of nuclear energy
and the damaging effect of ionic rays and to compensate
damages caused by nuclear energy or by radiation
ioni nation".

(199) The promotion goal of section 1 no. 1 AtG runs:
"Aim of this act is to promote research, development
and utilization of nuclear energy for peaceful
purposes."

(2U0) Supra C) VII) 2.1), r 2
(201) In this way correct tn>= higher court o£ administration

(VGH) Baden-Württemberg )Mannheim), ibid (note 196),
P. 135

(202) For details look at Degenhart, Nuclear Law, 2n

edition, 1982, p. 33/34
(20J) Look at Wagner, The risks of science and technique

a s legal problems, in: NjW 1980, p. 669 f., P- 670
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aim demands the utilization of nuclear energy although

it is at the same time combined with an unavoidable

rest of risk. Thus the teleological method of inter-

pretation also approves a rest of risks.

2.2 Constitutional rest of risk

The above developed result of interpretation is even

constitutional. Article 2 subparagraph 2 sentence 1 GG

cannot and does not want to guarantee an "absolute

protection against every risk of life and health".(204)

If one would demand absolute security for civil

rights, one would at the end prevent "each state per-

mission of the usage of each technique".(205) On the

other hand article 74 N O . 11 letter a) GG permits the'

peaceful use of nuclear energy. (206) Therefore no one

can require an eliminiation of risks on the ground of""'

civil rights. Thus the Federal Supreme Constitutional

Court has already 1978 (207) declared that a rest of

risk is unobjectionable regarding the constitution.(207)

It is "inescapable and in this respect it has to be ! .

beared as a social burden by all citizens".(208) !

(204) Hanning/Schmieder, preventing danger and provision of
risk in atomic and immission protection law, in
supplement NO. 14/77 of issue 46 of the weekly paper
for industrial management, tax law, commercial law
and labour law, p. 9

(205) Decisions of the Federal Supreme Constitutional Court
(BVerfGE) book 49, p. 89 f., p. 143

(206) Supra C) VII), 1.1), p.50
(207) Decision of the Federal Supreme Constitutional Court

(BVerfGE) of 8 of August 1978 to the nuclear in-
stallation: "Fast Breeding Reactor Kalkar" , in de-
cisions of the Federal Supreme Constitutional Court,
book 49, p. 89 f., p. 141/142

(208) Decisions of the Federal Supreme Constitutional
Court, book 49, p. 89 f., p. 143
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2.3) Accident prevention according to the measure of

"practical reason"

Because of the above evolved result the legal ad-

missible rest of risk must be strictly juridically

distinguished from the dangers which shall not arise.

When does a danger exist and when does only a rest of

risk arise? The Federal Supreme Constitutional Court
(208)

uses the formula "practical reason". The act only per-

mits nuclear licences, "if it seems to be impossible

in a practical sense to the standard of science and

technique that .... damaging events may arise".(20S)

These words are very similar to comparable regulations

of international organizations and of some national

states which are described above. (209) There is only

one difference namely that the formula of "practical

reason" in Germany has not been developed by legis-

lation or public authorities (210) but only by juri-

dical literature and by adjudication.

2.4) Risk assessment with likelihood

A theoretically thinkable damaging event is "impossib-

le in a practical sense" if the probability of an

accident is extremely low , for example to some extent

near zero. Concerning this matter literature (211)

and adjudication (212) gradually apply a limit of

(209) Supra B) II) 3.2, P-13/14 ; C) I) 3.2), p. 23
C) II) 2.2), p. 28/29

(210) Look at Breuer, Averting danger and risk provision
in atomic law, in: D V Bl. 1978, p. 829 f., p. 835

(211) Look at Lukes/Feldmann/Kniippel, ibid (note 195),
p. 205

(2 12) Look at administration court Oldenburg, judgment of
15th of September 1978, p. 212
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10 /a. Damaging events with a likelihood of 10 /a. or

less belong to the rests of risks. For that reason one

must find out the probability of thinkable incidents

and accidents. Therefore deterministic and probabilistic

considerations upon risks must be discussed.(213) Both

methods "add and control each other".(213) The standard

of science and technique in the sense of section 7

subparagraph 2 No. 3 AtG is based on these two methods.

2.5) Administrative discretion for the aim of minimi-

zing the rest of risks

If the applicant finally has fulfilled all licensing

preconditions, further on the public authority has an

administrative discretion to affirm or to refuse the

application. This administrative discretion follows

from the word "darf" in section 7 subparagraph 2 AtG

(215), that means:"may". This regulation forms the

contrary to American law.(214) But in this respect

there is a parallel to English law which also gives

the public authority an administrative discretion for

giving or for refusing a licence.(216) The German

public authority can use this administrative

discretion in order to minimize the rest of risks by

additional requirements although there are no more

concrete dangers.(217) In practice this administra-

(213) Sellner, Technical improvement and technical risk in
consideration of adjudication, speech on the 7
German atomic law symposium, 17fcn of March 1983,
manuscript pages 33/34

(214) Supra C) I) 2), p.21/22
(215) Look at Kopp, comm. to administrative procedure act

(VwVfG), 2 edition, 1980, section 40 Vw VfG marginal
note 7; also look at decisions of the Federal Supreme;
Constitutional Court, book 49, p. 89 f., p. 144/145

(216) Supra C) II) 2.1), p. 28
(217) Look at Fischerhof, ibid (note 1), comm. to section 7

AtG marginal note 24
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tive discretion is often used as a juridical lever •

arm for some more official safety requirements which

go beyond accident prevention.(218)

The constructors and operators of nuclear power

plants are hardly protected against such

official requirements. The administrative dis- ;

cretion can only be discharged with regard to tech-

nical realism and to economic justification.(219)

Consequently the question arises whether the Ger-

man distinction between danger and a rest of risks

is nevertheless valuable. The value results from

a special German legal position:

2.6) No minimization of risks by administrative

courts

Because of the comprehensive guarantee for protec- .

tion of law in article 19 subparagraph 4 sentence 1 (
GG (constitutional law) everybody can go before

the administrative courts against nuclear licences .,

if he alleges his civil rights, for instance his

right of life and of physical integrity being

violated.(220) The possibility itself forms the

right of lawsuit. (221) Therefore nearly every nuclear

(218) Look at Hanning/Schmieder, loc. cit. (note 204), p. 8;
Mutschler, incidental provisions to a nuclear licence
and their permissibility for broaching arguments of
refusing, in law - technique - economy, book 6, 1974,
p. 53

(219) Look at Breuer, ibid (note 210), in: DVBl. 1978,
p. 829 f., p. 837; Bender, accident prevention and
risk provisions as a matter of nuclear safety law,
in: NJW 1979, p. 1425 f., p. 1430

(220) Pursuant to section 42 subparagraph 2 of regulations
governing administrative courts (VwGO) the legal action
is only admissible if the plaintiff asserts that he
could be "violated in his rights" by the act of
administration which is in issue. .,

(221) Look at Kopp, comm. to VwGO (note 220), 5 edition,
1981, to section 42 VwGO marginal note 37
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licence is examined by administrative courts.

But the plaintiff can be only successful if the

public authority has injured a legal norm which

also aimes at protecting individuals. Section 7

subparagraph 2 No. 3 AtG has such an effect only

in the scope of a so-called danger prevention,(222)

The plaintiff has a legal claim on damage pro-

visions which eliminate danger.(223) If the danger

cannot be avoided for technical reasons, the

nuclear licence cannot be given.(224) Against that

the citizen has no legal claim for a total elimi-

nation of any rest of risks. (225) Nobody is allowed

'to sue a public authority in order to increase the

measures for minimizing the rest of risks. In con-

trast to public authorities the administrative

courts are not permitted to set up safety require-

ments which are only useful for a minimization of

rests of risks. So far the distinction between

dangers and rests of risks is in Germany very im-

portant relating to the legal system.

(222) Look at Breuer, the incident in nuclear law and law
of Immission protection, in:economy and administration,
1981, p. 219 f., p. 224/225

(223) Look at the Federal Supreme Administration Court
(BVerwGE), book 61, p. 256 f., p. 266

(224) Look at BVerfGE, ibid (notes 205/207), book 49,
p. 89 f., p. 136

(225) Look at BVerfGE, loc. cit. (notes 205/207), book 49,
p. 89 f., p. 90 guiding principle No. 6
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3) Principles of radiological protection

Gorman law of radiological protection is also exten-

sively influenced by ICRP-reommendation No. 26. The

second and the third international principle of radia-

tion protection (requirements of minimization and of

dose limitation) (226) are expressively mentioned in

the national legal system;

3.1) Low dose limits

Section 4 5 sentence 1 of the executive order for

radiation protection (StrlSchV) settles firm dose

limits for a disposal of radioactive waste by air

and by water. But in comparison with international

regulations or recommendations the German limits of

30 mrem/a (per year) for disposal by air and water

are extremely low.(227) In the case of a layout

incident the limit for a whole-body irradiation is

5 rem/a (per year).(228)

3.2) Limited requirement of radiation minimization

In the Federal Republic of Germany the requirement

of radiation minimization is regarded as the

highest principle in using radioactive products.

(226) Supra B) I) 4), p. 7/8

(227) For example compare with the admissible whole-body
irradiation of 500 mrcm/a (per year) according to
the EAC-directive of 15th of July 1980 (EAC 80/836,
Abl. No. L 246/1)

(228) Look at section 28 subparagraph 3 senctence 1
executive order for radiation protection (StrlSchV)
of U t n of October 1976, BGB1. I, p. 2905)
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(section 28 subparagraph INo. 2 StrlSchV)

This obligation is even repeated in the legal

limit norms of section 28 subparagraph 3 sentence 1

and section 45 sentence 1 StrlSchV. (22bf) Each radia1-

tion exposure even under the fixed limits has to bo

kept "as low as possible".

But this requirement expressively depends on two

important restrictions: On one hand the standard

of science and technique has to be considered. On

the other hand all circumstances of individual cases;

:have to be taken into account. The first restriction

calls the attention to the limits of technical pos-

sibilities. "If something cannot be achieved in tech-

nical or scientific respect," it cannot be required

by a public authority.(230) The second limitation has

more "an economic character". . (230) If "all circum-

stances of individual cases must be considered, thoî

this also applies to economic circumstances". (230)

Thus all public required provisions of radiological

protection "must not only be scientific - technical

realizable but also economically fungible."(230)

Each of the other classical methods of interpretation

in systematical, historical or teleological respect

lead to the same conclusion. (231) Consequently one

(229) For details look at Schattke, legal questions in
connection with the appropriation of the principles
on radiological protection, in: law - technique -
economy, book 20, 1980, p. 101 f., p. 113

(230) Schattke, ibid (note 23), in: DVQl. 1979, p. 652 f.,
p. 653; other opinions Kramer/Zerlctt, comm. to
StrlSchV, 2 edition, 1980, book 1, comm. to suction
28 StrlSchV marginal not.u 7

(231) For details look at Schattke, loc. cit. (note 230),
in: DVB1. 1979, p. 652 f., p. 653 to 656



will find the - ICRP recommended - consideration

"of economic and social factors" (232) also in

German law by using juridical methods of interpre-

tation.

But in contrast to the ICRP-recommendations there

ist no equivalent to No. 26 that the radiation

minimization can only be executed as far as it is

"reasonably achievable". This international indi-

cation of practical reason only comes into German

legal thinking by the adjudication of the Federal

Supreme Constitutional Court,(233)

Nowadays the requirement of radiation minimization

has lost something of its original importance. This

is the result of legal practice. The Federal Supreme

Administration Court has refused the argument of

this order which was used by many plaintiffs. A

citizen may only request the observance of dose

limits (third international principle of radiological

protection) but not the observance of the command

of radiation minimization.(234)

3.3) Prohibition of "unnecessary" radiation exposures'

Like in Switzerland (235) the expressive obligation

to permit radiation exposure only with "a positive

net benefit" cannot be' found expressively in Ger-

man law. This international principle of justifica-

tion is only contained in section 28 subparagraph 1

(2J2) Look at recommendations, publication No. 26, of ICRP,
ibid (note 17), subparagraph 12 letter b), p. 3

(2ii) Supra C) VII) 2.3) p.57
(2.M) Look at decisions of Federal Supreme Administration

Court, book 61, p. 256
CM1;) Supra C) VI) 3) p. 48/49
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No. 1 StrlSchV in a very disguise manner although

ICRP has mentioned this principle of radiological

protection in first place (236) Each user of radio-

active products is obliged "to avoid .... every

unnecessary radiation exposure". That exposure is

unnecessary if the possible disadvantage predomi-

nates the possible advantage. Just the other way

round the radiation exposure is mostly proved

necessary if the advantage is greater than the

possible disadvantage. But if the advantage can be

achieved without any radiation exposure that one is

unnecessary and thus illegal according to section

28 subparagraph 1 No, 1 StrlSchV. (237)

3.4 Result: dose limits are decisive

The international recommendations on radiological

protection also directed German law of radiation

protection. For that interpretation adjudication

is responsible because in Germany the courts are

the last instances for guiding decisions in the fie|Ld

of many subjects. Because of this adjudication the

priority of the principles of radiation protection

has changed. Nowadays the observance of dose limits

is the most important principle of law. The requirc'-

ment of radiation minimization only plays a minor

part at least in court-procedures. Morever this

command has many restrictions which are extensively

identical with international law.

(236) Look at recommendations, publication Ko. 26, of ICNI',
ibid (note 17), subparagraph 12 letter a), p. i

(237) Look at Kramer/Lerlett, loc. cit. (note 230), conim.
to section 28 StrlSchV marginal note 5
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D) Comparative summary of single-state regulations

The international legal principles mentioned in part B)

have influenced the national regulations very much. Thus

one may work out five common principles of law contained

in every state which was investigated in this paper:

I) Common interests in the principles of safety

^ 1) Effort for safety is the highest requirement.

But

2) There is no absolute safety. A rest of risk

remains.

3) Therefore risks of nuclear energy must be

minimized but not eliminated.

4) Risk is the product of probability and possible

' W damage consequences.

5) The specific national legal rules only settle

safety requirements with general formulations.

Thereafter sufficient margin for development

( of reactor safety excists.

II) Differences within the principles of safety

Besides the five common interests there are also

five differences:

1) The thinkable safety requirements are restricteql

in different manners.

2) Tin.« .scale of safety requirements goes from

safety "in the most affective manner" (Italian

principle of optimization) via the measure of

practical reason (USA, GB, Föderal Republic of

o
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Germany) to the appropriateness of safety require-

ments (Switzerland). France and Netherlands occupy

a special position, France is looking to the social

acceptance of nuclear energy (so-called acceptable

standard of safety).Netherlands are oriented to thq

technical possibilities. Summing up the measure of

practical reason is dominating.

3) The principle of commensurability is wide-spread.

It is in force in USA, GB, Switzerland and in the
can

Federal Republic of Germany. But thereby itvonly be

used in the scope of minimization of rests of risks

if it is absolutely certain that there is no (more)

danger. This conclusion leads to the following spe-

cial feature:

4) A special obvious distinction between danger and

rest of risks only exists in the Federal Republic

of Germany. The citizen is allowed to sue for

danger prevention to administrative courts. Against}

that he must tolerate a rest of risk.

5) There are great differences in the competences of

public authorities. In United Kingdom of Great

Britain and in Federal Republic of Germany public

authorities have an administrative discretion in

giving a nuclear licence. Against that the American

applicants have a legal claim on a nuclear licence

if they fulfill the licensing preconditions.
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y
lil) Mauy common inLeruaLs within Lhu principles of rut! i

Logical protection

Because in general the national acts are based on

three international principles of radiological protec-

tion, there is great conformity in basic questions

of radiation protection law. Everywhere the obser-

vance of certain dose limits is demanded. On the

other hand there is no principle of justification

of radiation exposure in all states which have been

dealt within this paper. This principle can only be

explored with special juridical methods of inter-

pretation.

Remarkable distinctions are only in different for-

mulations of the requirement of radiation minimiza-

tion which is laid down as a rule everywhere except"

in France and in Italy. But even in those countries

the same results come out by interpretation. Those

methods show that the requirement of radiation mini-

mization is not valid in an absolute and unrestricted

manner. This command is restricted by several facturs

which also may have economic and social features.
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